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COPYRIGHT TODAY

People.  Organizations.  Advocacy. Education. 









WHAT IS THE DURATIONATOR?

A system that determines copyright status of any work 
anywhere in the world.

Humans + code

A philosophy

A legal research resource



WHO USES THE DURATIONATOR?

Content Owners
Musicians/Authors/Artists
Libraries, Archives, and Museums
Scholars
Estates, Attorneys, and Others







THE PROBLEM

Copyright’s too hard?  Sure.

People sue.  Sure, sometimes.

Copyright is too long?  Of course.

Market failure.  Too expensive, too time consuming, too 
frustrating.



ATTORNEY‐BASED SOLUTION

Represents a client on a matter
Research to solve the problem for a client
Become a specialized copyright attorney
Advocate for policies, teach, etc.

Focus: fiduciary duty to your client



TRADITIONAL 
LIBRARY/ARCHIVE/MUSEUM SOLUTION

Expert attorney in-house
Libraries turn to experts in the community
Self-help, classes, etc.
Pre-1923 and other “rules”



WHAT WE DO: CODE + LAW + HUMANS

Global

One Central Focus

Efficient use of data

Precise in the law applied



HOW WE SOLVE COPYRIGHT PROBLEMS

Data-specific legal research

Determination about duration (and related questions)

Show our work

Independent third party

A decade of research







OUR STORY IS EVERYONE’S STORY

Can I use this work?



OUR APPROACH:  A FLIPPED SYSTEM

Copyright system focused, not client-focused

Duration as the nodal point: everyone wants to know; the 
answer doesn’t change. Information is unbiased.

We want to understand the law, the answer to the 
question.



OUR APPROACH:  A FLIPPED SYSTEM

Data-specific legal research

We run the math. We give you the materials to understand the math.  We teach 
you the math (if you want).

Because we do that: We produce a lot of understanding of the 
math – the key data points needed for any specific search.

(We also do more than just the math.  Match within the context of 
the situation.)



OUR APPROACH:  A FLIPPED SYSTEM

Queries from everywhere

Creation of the Durationator Copyright System

Ticket-based system + DIY resources

Legal research, not legal advice

The Whole Picture:  
Libraries/Archives/Museums – Content Owners – Users



DIFFICULT COPYRIGHT PROBLEMS CODED

Digitizing Questions
Section 108 
Inserts
Foreign Works in the US and abroad
Newspapers, Periodicals, Photographs, etc.
Fair use
And more!



Spectrum of Experience

Notice

Some 
Experience

Expert



HOW WE GOT TO A HELP DESK

Software?  
Lawyers?
A helpdesk!

Team Durationator here to help.



THE DURATIONATOR APPROACH

Fewest number of questions for the data set

Pin-pointing an answer/eliminating possibilities

Getting to an answer every time: work with the data you’ve got

Type of work based query

Helpful result formats (reports, spreadsheets, memo, DIY tool)



TAKING A LOOK AT THE SYSTEM





CREATING A TICKET…





Free sample searches.  
Thereafter, pay-as-you-go or subscription.

Sign up at www.durationator.freshdesk.com/
Submit a ticket.









RESULTS

Spreadsheet
Durationator DIY Memo
Durationator Report



THE DURATIONATOR SYSTEM
Producing a Durationator Report



















Other Forms





CCE Records



EVERY COPYRIGHT LAW IN THE WORLD



THE VISION

Community-based flipped model

data-driven legal research
sharable knowledge
specific legal research assistance
learning/teaching portal
efficient, accurate, educational
third party verification/documentation
available to all (affordable, accessible, understandable)



NEXT STEPS

Complete beta testing with library and archive partners –
Spring 2017
Five free sample program continues
Two convenient plans (both with portal access)

Pay-as-you-go (special library pricing)
Subscriptions (based on need/use)

Research continues @ Copyright Research Lab





PHILOSOPHY OF THE DURATIONATOR

Neutral Ground:  Unbiased, accurate, accessible

The Copyright Ecosystem: 
content owners, libraries/archives/museums/, lawyers, 
users/creators/hobbyists

Copyright (duration) law should be transparent and available for all 
to understand.

The Bargain:  we believe in 1.8.8. 



Five free samples: www.durationator.freshdesk.com

www.durationator.com

Email: TeamDurationator@durationator.com

(Sign up and start a ticket!)




